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Spring 2012 brings us an array of products, 
trends and freshness that is bound to suit just 

about any palate. The mood for colour this 
seasons spans from bright whites combined with 

neutral and sandy tones, such as oatmeal and 
washed grays, as well as, vibrant hues with bold 

attitudes like pinks, aquas, blues and greens!

dvira ovadia 
Dvira Ovadia manages and runs her 
own design firm offering a full range 
of design services. Dvira has appeared 
on numerous TV shows, most notably 
as the winner of From The Ground Up 
with Debbie Travis. For the past five 
seasons, Dvira held the positions of lead 
designer and art director for HGTV’s 
Income Property and is currently in 
development of new seasons. 
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Bright pillows 
crateandbarrel.com

Block print patterns inspired by exotic countries abroad 
puts us in that spring frame of mind. The bright tones 
combined with flowing and vivid patterns are reminiscent 
of exotic places with warm climates.

John roBshaw
johnrobshaw.com

Escora vases 
recycled Glass Jugs
crateandbarrel.com

Marrakesh Pouf 
crateandbarrel.com

Light up your spaces this season with sculptural 
pendants that are bound to make a statement. 
Rustic glass jars, bottles and even light fixtures have 
that shabby chic look that’s simplistic and so fitting 
for that spring fling air. 

John roBshaw
johnrobshaw.com

Romantic rustic pieces are all 
the hype.  Natural, distressed 

and white-washed woods 
for tables, cabinets, shelves 

and practical objects lend 
themselves to an assortment 

of design styles. 

When spring rolls around it seems to be a natural 
instinct to want to clean, purge and organize, and what 
better way to get inspired than charming products that 

are smart and functional.  Getting those belongings 
sorted is ideal for everyday living, fancy hooks and over 
the door storage will inspire you to keep the clutter off 

the floor and tabletop surfaces.
  

Add character and wit to your space 
with prints, objects and images of 
elephants, horses, birds and owls.  These 
are fun and playful and can be mixed in 
with just about any design style, from 
modern to traditional.

hooks and over the 
door storage

potterybarn.com
 

william floor storage
potterybarn.com
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